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Outline

• Elements of Statistical Graphics

• Graphical Evaluation Methods

• Perceptual Aspects
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Statistics

• Descriptive Statistics:

– Procedures for summarizing, organizing, and 
interpreting raw sample data

– Data is often noisy

– Quantitative Values:

• Data for variable where differing amounts of 
measurement are discernable

– Categorical Values:

• Data for variable indicating distinct classes/categories

Statistics

• Inferential Statistics:

– Procedures for drawing conclusions about 
population from the sample

– Hypothesis Testing

– Estimations

– Correlation (associations between variables)

– Regression (predicting one variable with others)
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Statistics

• Summerize data with descriptive stats to find 
patterns with inferential stats

• Statistical graphics aid in finding patterns
– Numerical methods in data analysis often fail to 

exhaust all extant information in data

– Graphical methods visualize how well models fit 
with data

– Assessing validity of statistical models

– Revealing hidden information

Statistical Graphics

• Basic Elements:

– X-Y axis

– Scales

– Captions

– Reference lines

– Keys

– Labels

– Tick marks

• Encoding info:

– Use of visual 
elements to 
organize
information
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Basic Elements

• Graphical Perception:

– Visual decoding of 
meaningful info and 
patterns from encoded 
info

Basic Elements

• Using these elements, statistical data can be 
described in two ways:

– Scale information: 

• Value in units of data

– Physical information: 

• Description of data after labels have been removed
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Statistical Display Methods

• How to convey large amounts of data?

• Example encoding methods for statistical 
graphics:
– 45* banking

– Texture symbols

– Superposed curves

– Color encoding

– Dot plots

– Scatterplots

Statistical Display Methods

• We will examine some of the display methods 
in conjunction with various evaluation 
techniques
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Evaluative Techniques

• Data-Ink Maximization

– Erasing “Chartjunk”

– Editing conventional designs

• Pattern Perception & Table Look-Up

• Models & Experiments

Data-Ink Maximization

• All “ink” (visual elements) should by devoted 
to encoding data

– Data-Ink Ratio: Ink used for data / total ink for 
graphic

– Decrease clutter to facilitate perception of 
relevant info

– Elements should only vary with regard to data 
variation
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Data-Ink Maximization

• Chartjunk

– E.g., William Playfair
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Data-Ink Maximization

• Rigorously editing display methods can give 
rise to new, more parsimonious statistical 
graphics

– E.g., Scatterplot; Banking to 45°
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Pattern Perception/Table Look-Up

• Display methods can be evaluated by how 
efficiently scale and physical info are decoded

– Table Look-Up: focused on scale info

– Pattern Perception: focused on physical info

– Efficiency measured by speed and accuracy

• Each involve different cognitive and 
perceptual mechanisms for perceiving input 
and producing output

Table-Look Up

• Scanning

• Interpolation

• Matching
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Pattern Perception

• Detection

– Recognition of graphical elements that encode a 
physical value

• Assembly

– Grouping of detected graphical elements

• Estimation

– Assessment of relative magnitudes of multiple 
quantitative values

Pattern Perception/Table Look-Up

• E.g., superposed curves; texture symbols
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• Experiment: percentage of correct answers; texture pattern seen for 80ms

• Algorithm: measure of how distinct vertical boundary is between two 
regions of symbols; attempts to reproduce algorithms of visual system

Experimental Testing

• Or we could simply do an experiment...

• Can we quantifiably assess visual perception 
of correlation (conveyed by scatterplots)?

– Precision and accuracy

– Systematicity

• Rensink & Baldridge, 2010.
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Experimental Testing

• Precision calculated using the just noticeable 
differences

• jnd = difference on some property (here, correlation) 
between two stimuli presented side-by-side that can be 
discriminated 75% of the time

• Subjects select the more highly correlated one

• Accuracy calculated by direct estimation

– Test scatterplot adjusted so its correlation lay 
between reference scatterplots
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Experimental Testing

• Weber’s Law:

– Mathematical description of relationship between 
physical properties of stimuli and perception of 
those properties (e.g., weight, brightness, sound)

• Precision was found to be proportional to 
quantity (u=1-br) similar to Weber’s Law

• Accuracy was found to be proportional to the 
log of that quantity

Experimental Testing

• These results stemmed from two parameters

• They suggest that:

– Perception of correlation in scatterplots can be 
assessed with methods applicable to simpler visual 
properties

– Precision and accuracy of perception are both well-
described by quantified regularities of visual 
perception

– This method and others can be applied to other 
graphical features (e.g., grids - Bartram & Stone, 2007)
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Conclusions

• Statistical data is graphically displayed using 
relatively simple visual elements

• These elements can have a large impact on 
visual perception and, subsequently, 
understanding

• There are various methods for evaluating how 
successful statistical graphics are, from simple 
qualitative judgments to quantitative models

Conclusions

• These methods rely, and shed light, on visual 
perceptual qualities
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